The Effectiveness of Somatization in Communicating Distress in Korean and American Cultural Contexts
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Previous research has documented that Asians tend to somatize negative experiences to a greater degree than Westerners. It is posited that somatization may be a more functional communication strategy in Korean than American context. We examined the effects of somatization in communications of distress among participants from the US and Korea. We predicted that the communicative benefits of somatic words used in distress narratives would depend on the cultural contexts. In Study 1, we found that Korean participants used more somatic words to communicate distress than US participants. Among Korean participants, but not US participants, use of somatic words predicted perceived effectiveness of the communication and expectations of positive reactions (e.g., empathy) from others. In Study 2, we found that when presented with distress narratives of others, Koreans (but not Americans) showed more sympathy in response to narratives using somatic words than narratives using emotional words. These findings suggest that cultural differences in use of somatization may reflect differential effectiveness of somatization in communicating distress across cultural contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

People, especially when distressed, engage in emotional communication to elicit care and support (Schachter, 1959; Bowlby, 1969). Just as infants and children seek to be comforted by their parents or other attachment figures (Bowlby, 1969; Ainsworth et al., 1978), adults are motivated to seek emotional support or comfort from their attachment figures (e.g., romantic partner, spouse, friend) when faced with stressful life events (Shaver and Klinnert, 1982; Rimé, 2009). According to studies of social sharing of emotions, the primary motivation for discussing negative emotions is distress relief, expectation of help, comfort, cognitive clarity, and consolation (Reis and Patrick, 1996; Zech, 2000; Rimé, 2009). Such expectations of understanding, empathy, and support from interaction with partners are not groundless. It has been well documented that being exposed to the negative emotional experience of others evokes vicarious emotional responses in observers (Eisenberg et al., 1991; Preston and de Waal, 2002) and leads to their empathic concern (Davis, 1983).

Naturally, cultural contexts of the emotional exchanges influence the ways in which emotions are expressed and interpreted (Mesquita and Albert, 2007). The basic premise of effective emotional
communication is that individuals engage in emotional sharing that is meaningful and appropriate in a given cultural context. Researchers have suggested that cultural scripts help individuals respond effectively to the incentives and constraints in solving problems in their environment (Yamagishi et al., 2008; Yamagishi and Suzuki, 2009; Chiu et al., 2010). Cultural scripts of emotional communication are knowledge structures that are salient to members of a given culture and serve as prompts for automatic and fast retrieval of networks of information (D'Andrade, 1984; Wierzbicka, 1999). In other words, cultural scripts function like conventionalized solutions that are widely accepted and considered effective in the community.

The present work is based on the assumption that the ways in which people communicate emotions in interpersonal contexts may vary depending on the culturally shared meaning systems. The aim of the present work is to show that emotional communication, particularly distress communication, occurs in different ways that have divergent interpersonal outcomes depending on cultural contexts. The focus of this study will be on somatization, one of the best-known examples of cross-cultural variation in emotional communication between the East and the West. Previous research has focused primarily on somatization in relation to intrapersonal cultural differences, such as in mind–body holism, language use, and perception of bodily sensations (see Ryder et al., 2002, for a review). Going beyond the previous literature, the present study shifts the focus to somatization in interpersonal context, that is, as a communication strategy. Specifically, by comparing distress disclosures between participants from Korea and the US, we show that the interpersonal outcomes in the distress disclosures are associated with culturally patterned emotional communication strategies.

Based on the perspective of some researchers who view scripts as socially effective strategies that are likely to have utility (Yamagishi et al., 2008; Chiu et al., 2010), the present study tests the notion that employing somatization is a functional communication strategy that leads to positive interpersonal consequences in cultural contexts that foster somatization.

### SOMATIZATION AS INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION IN CULTURAL CONTEXT

One clear cultural difference in emotional communication can be observed in communication of distress. Research on culture and psychopathology has documented that individuals in non-Western cultural contexts, such as China, experience or express emotional distress with somatic symptoms more frequently than do individuals in North American cultural contexts, such as Canada (Ryder et al., 2002). Most extensive research on somatization was conducted with Chinese people both in China and in North America. Chinese somatization is now a key finding of research on culture and psychopathology (Ryder et al., 2011, 2012). The attention of researchers was first drawn to the somatization of depression due to the extremely low rates of depression in China based on data from systematic large-scale epidemiological surveys. According to Zhang and colleagues (as cited in Ryder et al., 2002), a mental health survey that was undertaken in seven regions of China in 1993 revealed significantly lower rates of depressive disorders compared to those observed in the US. Of the 19,223 people surveyed in 1993, only 16 reported a lifetime depression, which was several 100 times lower than prevalence rates observed in North America. More recently, in the World Health Organization World Mental Health Survey Initiative study that was conducted in Shenzhen, China between 2006 and 2007, depression prevalence rate among Chinese was estimated as 6.5% for lifetime prevalence and 3.8% for 12-month prevalence. Although the prevalence rates in China have increased dramatically in recent decades, they were still significantly lower than those of the US, which were 19.2% for lifetime prevalence and 8.3% for 12-month prevalence (Bromet et al., 2011). The low prevalence of depression is thought to be caused in part by the fact that Western criteria of major depression do not match Chinese scripts for communicating distress.

Against the background of drastically low rates of major depression, neurasthenia (literally meaning “weakness of nerves”) is relatively common among the Chinese. Adopted after the 1949 Cultural Revolution from Russian psychiatrists, the diagnostic category of neurasthenia was translated as shenjing shuaiau (SJSI). This term refers to the wide range of symptoms including primarily somatic (e.g., fatigue, or dizziness), cognitive (e.g., poor memory or unpleasant thoughts), and emotional symptoms (e.g., vexatiousness, nervousness). Although emotional symptoms (e.g., depressed mood, pessimism) are present in the symptoms of SJSI, they are not as prominent among the diagnostic criteria (Parker et al., 2001; Kleinman, 1982). Similar to neurasthenia in China, Hwa-byung in Korea is an example of another cultural variant in emotional communication of distress. The term hwa-byung is made up of two words: hwa meaning “fire” or “anger” and byung meaning “illness” and it literally means an “illness of anger,” and was recognized as a culture-bound syndrome in the fourth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders [DSM-IV], 1994). Hwa-byung also highlights somatic complaints as its primary symptoms. The commonly reported symptoms by patients suffering from hwa-byung are respiratory stuffiness, shortness of breath, headaches, heat-sensations in the face and body, lump in the throat and chest, as well as psychological symptoms including depressed mood and anxiety (Min et al., 2009). There is a shared cultural script for both the causes and symptoms of hwa-byung in Korea such that it has the reputation of being “Korea’s national illness” (Suh, 2013, p. 82). The symptoms of hwa-byung are more or less scripted, allowing for the afflicted ones to communicate their distress with physical states and feel understood by others.

In sum, both neurasthenia of China and hwa-byung of Korea are somatic idioms of distress. In both cases, the cultural scripts are available to members of the two East Asian cultural contexts. These members have a collective knowledge about what it means to have or express physical symptoms when one is suffering. The present work focuses on the view that emotional
expression is fundamentally interpersonal and unfolds in the sociocultural context. Somatization, too, at its core, is emotional communication and thus should be examined in the context of cultural meaning systems regarding emotions (Averill, 2012). The present study aims to show how somatization influences interpersonal consequences of distress communications among people in Korea and US. To this end, we first review the shared characteristics of East Asian cultures that are different from Western cultures.

**Cultural Differences in Emotional Expression and Suppression**

East Asians’ tendency to emphasize somatic symptoms rather than emotional states in their communication can be understood in relation to their cultural norms for expressing emotions (Cheung, 1986; Kleinman, 1986; Ryder et al., 2012). Notably, paying attention to and maintaining social harmony is particularly crucial for East Asians who tend to endorse the interdependent model of self. Preventing potential risks to relational harmony becomes an important goal for individuals in interdependent cultural contexts. Thus, emotional restraint is a norm in this culture (Wierzbicka, 1995; Matsumoto and Fontaine, 2008). This may be especially true for cases of severe emotional disruptions like depression that trigger strong social stigma. Stigma in Asian culture has a particularly great impact in that mental illness not only reflects badly on the individual who is ill, but also on his or her family members (Littlewood et al., 2007). Consequently, East Asians tend to limit their emotional communication to their primary social networks including family members or close friends (Cheung et al., 1984). In comparison, in European American contexts where the independent model of self is endorsed, one’s behavior is largely contingent upon one’s own thoughts, feelings, and behaviors (Markus and Kitayama, 1991). In this context, open and explicit emotional expressions allow individuals to assert their unique sense of self. Thus, emotional expression is not only a societal norm but also a predictor of positive outcomes, such as subjective well-being in European American cultural context (Wierzbicka, 1992; Berenbaum and James, 1994; Sheldon et al., 1997).

Such differences in cultural norms for emotional expressions imply that there should be cultural differences in suppression of emotions. Emotional suppression in the West has been known to disrupt optimal intrapersonal and interpersonal functioning, causing distress and tension for both suppressors and their interaction partners (Keltner and Kring, 1998; Butler et al., 2007; Butler, 2011). However, emerging research suggests that emotional suppression may be normative or even functional in the East Asian context (Su et al., 2012; Le Bonnie and Impett, 2013). For individuals, who strongly endorse Asian values, suppression is associated with prosocial goals, such as preserving relationships, rather than with self-protective (and potentially interpersonally harmful) goal, such as being assertive (Butler et al., 2007). In sum, whereas emotional suppression goes against the norm of openly expressing emotion in the European American cultural context, it may acceptable in the East Asian cultural context to avoid expressing emotions to others in hopes of maintaining social harmony.

**Relational Concern in Help-Seeking**

Cultural differences in social support-seeking reflect aforementioned cultural differences in emotional expression. Consistent with the tendency to avoid active disclosure of negative emotions in interpersonal contexts, East Asians are more reluctant to directly seek support from others than are European Americans (Taylor et al., 2004, 2007; Kim et al., 2006). For example, participants in one study reported their preferred strategies for dealing with stress (i.e., seeking emotional support, positive reframing, and denial). Participants with an Asian cultural background reported using social support, and particularly emotional support, less than did European Americans, when coping with stressful situations (Taylor et al., 2004). Examinations of possible explanations for this cultural difference revealed that Asian Americans, compared to European Americans, tended to show greater levels of relational concerns, that is, fear of negative consequences of seeking help in relationships (Taylor et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2006). Asian Americans tended to perceive help from others as less than effective. These finding are congruent with the East Asian model of interdependent self, because they reflect a greater emphasis on relational concerns.

**Somatization as an Affective Communication Strategy**

Given East Asian cultural norms of emotional expression and seeking social support, the emphasis on somatic symptoms may be an effective strategy for securing social support and health resources in these cultural contexts (Cheung, 1986; Kleinman, 1986; Ryder et al., 2012). It is possible that the somatic scripts of communicating distress have been formed through socialization to reflect culture-specific incentives (D’Andrade, 1984; Kirmayer and Sartorius, 2007). Interpersonal reinforcement through verbal and non-verbal cues can shape how one talks about distressing experiences. Indeed, in a study conducted on American undergraduates, researchers have found that participants who received verbal social incentives (i.e., positive verbal reaction) after using either somatic or psychological words to describe distressing situations subsequently increased their use of the reinforced types of words (Lam et al., 2005). It does appear that East Asian contexts provide such incentives for somatic expressions of distress. According to Wu and Tseng (1985), Chinese mothers demonstrate care and love for their children by paying attention to their bodily need. Whereas expressing negative emotions like fear would not get a child much attention or may even result in getting scolded, complaints about physical aches and pains, such as abdominal pain, would prompt the mother to focus on the child, for example by giving the child some warm soup to eat. These examples suggest that somatization in East Asian cultural contexts may be effective in recruiting support and care from others.
SUMMARY AND RESEARCH OVERVIEW

The present research adopts the perspective that somatic expression may serve as a form of functional communicative strategy in interpersonal contexts. First of all, such an effective communicative strategy might have a positive impact on the experience of a person who is expressing distress. It may relieve communicators’ apprehension about disrupting relational harmony, and make communication more free-flowing. This may contribute to communicators’ perception that they are communicating in an effective manner and that their interaction partner would empathize with them, resulting in heightened satisfaction with communication. Moreover, the effective communicative strategy may also bring about desirable reactions (e.g., support and empathy) from the interaction partner.

In sum, the primary aim of the present research is to examine cultural differences in the use of somatic expressions, particularly in their functions for people who are involved in the communication. Relational concerns about sharing negative experiences were taken into account. To our knowledge, the present work will be the first to test whether there are differential consequences of somatic expressions for communicators (people who disclose distress; Study 1) and for interaction partners (people who are the targets of distress disclosure) depending on the cultural context (Study 2). This study examines distress expressions in Korea and in the US, two cultural contexts that have been shown to differ in their emphasis on somatic symptoms.

STUDY 1

Communicative Effects of Somatization on a Communicator

In Study 1, participants wrote about their experiences of negative emotions addressing an imagined interaction partner. Considering that individuals’ behaviors depend on social partners (Goffman, 1967; Pennebaker et al., 2003), and that this is particularly important for those from interdependent cultural contexts (Kitayama and Markus, 2000), two different types of imagined interaction partner—a friend and a therapist—were examined. Specifically, participants were asked to write distress narratives either in the imagined presence of a close friend or a psychology professional (i.e., therapist, counselor). This method allowed us to examine individuals’ emotional descriptions as directed at a specific partner. Although hypothetical in nature, previous studies have found this method to be effective in deriving different language use depending on the interaction partner (Morand, 2000). Friends are thought of as one of the most common sources of companionship and support (Crohan and Antonucci, 1989), particularly for East Asians (Cheung et al., 1984). The other interaction partner, a therapist, was chosen given that previous findings on somatization were largely based on a client-expert (i.e., psychiatrist, counselor, or therapist) relationship.

There are various approaches to analyzing verbal behavior, focusing on different aspects of language. Due to its efficiency, a quantitative approach to text analysis has gained popularity among researchers interested in identifying psychological properties in language. The present study used the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) for quantitative text analysis of the US participants’ narratives (Pennebaker et al., 2001). We predicted that Korean participants would use more somatic expressions than US participants. Moreover, we examined whether there are any cultural differences in the effects of somatic expressions on communicators’ perceived quality of disclosure. Given the cultural script of somatic expressions of distress in Korean culture, we predicted that somatization would have a positive effect for Koreans, such that the greater use of somatic expressions would be associated with increased perceived disclosure quality by a communicator. In contrast, in the absence of such somatic scripts in American culture, it was predicted that somatic expressions would not be associated with perceived disclosure quality for US communicators. Given the presence of “Western psychologization” (White, 1982; Kleinman, 1986; Ryder et al., 2008; but see Tsai et al., 2004 and Zhou et al., 2011), we also examined whether US participants would use more negative affect words than Koreans and further explored whether or not use of negative emotions would have different effects on perceived disclosure depending on cultures.

It was hypothesized that the perceived quality of disclosure would depend on the interaction partner for Koreans, who are likely to be more sensitive to interpersonal context (Matsumoto, 1993). Additionally, the preference for family members and friends over psychological professionals as confidants among Asians (Cheung, 1984) suggests that Koreans would view their disclosure to a friend as more satisfying than to a therapist. In contrast, given that European Americans’ emotional expressions are relatively less influenced by the interpersonal contexts (Matsumoto, 1993), it was predicted that US participants’ perceived disclosure quality would not differ depending on the interaction partner.

A final cultural factor relevant to perceived disclosure quality was relational concerns about help seeking. In help-seeking situations, one may be concerned about the negative consequences of help-seeking, such as burdening others, upsetting relationships, or losing face (Taylor et al., 2004). The present study explores the potentially moderating effect of culture on the relationship between relational concerns and perceived disclosure quality. Based on previous literature on cultural differences in relational concerns, we predicted that higher relational concerns would point to lower perceived disclosure quality for Koreans. In contrast, it is expected that the perceived disclosure quality of US participants would not be affected by the relational concerns.

Method

Participants

There were 113 Korean participants (79 females and 34 males; 100% Koreans) and 119 US participants (58 females and 61 males; 82.4% White Americans, 10.1% African Americans, 5.0% Hispanic Americans, 3% other ethnicities). All Korean
initial questionnaire was provided to both students and non-students. There was no significant difference in age between these two cultural groups, t(184.43) = −2.62, p = 0.009. Korean participants (M = 21.31, SD = 5.41) were significantly younger than US participants (M = 22.87, SD = 3.33). This is due to the fact that US sample from MTurk included both students (n = 58) and non-students (n = 61). There was no cultural difference in the SES between Korean and US samples regardless of whether US participants were student [t(162) = −1.20, p = 0.230] or non-student [t(165) = −1.38, p = 0.170]. Additional analyses were conducted to ensure that the main results for student and non-student group in US sample were equivalent.

Procedure
First, participants completed the initial questionnaire which requested demographic information and initial levels of positive and negative affect. They were then provided with an instruction telling them to write about a situation in which they had conflict with other(s), were treated unfairly, and felt very badly. The purpose was to capture negative emotional states, specifically anger, which is the prototypical emotion associated with the Korean somatization syndrome, hwab-yeung. The instruction purposely avoided using the emotional words such as angry or upset in order to avoid potentially priming different meanings of the word in two languages. The participants were asked to write about their experience as if they were talking to either a friend or a therapist. The instruction for the writing task was as follows:

Think about a situation in the past 12 months in which you had a conflict with someone, were treated unfairly, and felt very badly. Now imagine that you are talking about the experience in this situation to one of your friends/to a therapist. Think about how this situation affected you physically or psychologically (for example, how it made you think or feel). In the space below, I would like you to write what you would tell your friend/a therapist about this experience, as if you are actually talking to him/her in person. Ideally, the situation you are writing about should be the one that you have not previously discussed with others, or have been discussed to a minimal extent. Don’t worry about spelling, sentence structure or grammar. Also, your information will remain confidential, so feel free to express yourself openly.

The participants’ written narratives were then analyzed using the LIWC program which has been widely used in previous studies to detect a wide range of meaningful psychological processes including attentional focus, emotionality, and thinking styles (for a review, see Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010). The LIWC operates based on a word count strategy. The narratives of Korean participants were analyzed using the Korean Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (KLIWC, Lee et al., 2005). This study focused on two word categories: somatic and negative emotion words. Somatic words included physical symptoms or states (i.e., ache, heart), eating, and sleeping. Negative emotion words included anger, anxiety, and sadness (i.e., hurt, angry).

After writing about their negative experiences, participants completed a questionnaire asking about their perceived disclosure quality and relational concerns, in this order. The measurements assessing relational concerns were provided after the writing task to avoid the possible influence that these measurements may have on participants’ disclosure. All materials including the writing instruction and measurements followed the standard translation and back-translation procedures. The first author translated the English material into Korean. Then, a person who is bilingual and proficient in English and Korean back-translated the Korean version into English. Any discrepancy between the original version and back-translated English version was addressed through discussion between the translators to assure linguistic equivalence of the material.

Materials
Initial Mood
The mood state of participants was assessed using the 10-item International Positive and Negative Affect Schedule Short Form (I-PANAS-SF; Thompson, 2007). Positive affect scale included items assessing the following states: alert, inspired, determined, attentive, and active. Negative Affect scale included items assessing the following states: upset, hostile, ashamed, nervous, and afraid. The items were measured on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). Cronbach's alphas for positive affect were 0.60 and 0.83 for Korean and US participants, respectively. Cronbach's alphas for negative affect were 0.79 and 0.83 for Korean and US participants.

Negative Impact of the Experience
Participants were asked to rate the degree of the negative impact of the experience described in the narratives. This measure included two items asking: “how serious was this experience?” and “how much distress did this experience cause you?” The items were measured on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 4 (Very much). The average score of these two items was used as a composite score of negative impact of the experience. Cronbach’s alphas for these two items were 0.71 for Korean and 0.67 for US participants.

Relational Concerns
Participants completed an 11-item questionnaire that captures the concerns that might affect whether or not they might seek social support from others (Kim et al., 2006). Participants were asked to rate how important each of the concerns would be for
them in seeking social support on a scale of 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Very much). The relational concerns items captured reasons for not seeking social support, such as desire to maintain the group harmony, belief that seeking help would make the problem worse, and concern for others’ evaluation and criticism when sharing problems. Cronbach’s alphas of this scale were 0.86 for Korean and 0.91 for US participants.

Perceived Disclosure Quality
After writing about their experience, participants were asked to report how they evaluated their experience of disclosing distress to the interaction partner. Participants’ perceived disclosure quality encompasses the perception of self-efficacy in communicating distress, the expectation of empathic response from the interaction partner, and general satisfaction with disclosure. This measure consisted of three items asking to report the interaction partner’s (a friend or a therapist) empathy for them, the extent to which their communication was effective, and the extent to which they were satisfied with their disclosure. These items were rated on a 4-point scale ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 4 (Very much) and were averaged to generate a composite score of perceived disclosure quality. Cronbach’s alphas for these three items were \( \alpha = 0.86 \) for Korean and \( \alpha = 0.81 \) for US participants.

LIWC Categories
Of the categories available in LIWC, eight word categories were relevant to the present study: negative emotion words (i.e., hate, nervous), anxiety words (i.e., tense, afraid), anger words (i.e., hate, pissed), sadness words (i.e., grief, cry, sad), physical state words (i.e., ache, breast), body state words (ache, heart, cough), eating words (eat, swallow, taste), and sleeping words (asleep, bed, dreams). Each LIWC variable represents the percentage of the number of words that belongs to the given category in a given text. The LIWC categories are arranged hierarchically: anxiety words, anger words, and sadness words are included in the superordinate category of negative emotion words. Likewise, body state words, eating words, and sleeping words categories are included in the superordinate category of physical state words. Studies using LIWC have reported good internal consistency across time, topic, and text source (Pennebaker and King, 1999; Mehl and Pennebaker, 2003). In addition, LIWC categories and human ratings of writing samples show high correlation, indicating high external validity of LIWC (Alpers et al., 2005).

Below is a sample of a disclosure narrative written by a Korean participant, as analyzed by LIWC.

“I have a master’s degree in international relations and I wanted to find a job that is relevant to what I studied. I took this job at a research institute where I get to work on relevant issues, however, it is a temporary position for 1 year and the pay is unbelievably low. Also, I am realizing now that the work is mostly administrative, boring, and so simple that even a high school graduate could manage it. Moreover, one coworker and I have been on bad terms since the beginning. … For some reason, this girl is jealous of me and talks about me behind my back, which is so upsetting. Low salary, dull tasks, and a mean coworker are enough reasons to quit the job but I have no other option at the moment but to stay here. Ever since I started this job I have had indigestion and every once in a while I vomit. Also, 1 day, my sister found a patchy baldness in my hair.” (bold letters indicate somatic words and underlined words indicate negative affect words according to LIWC).

Results
Topics of the Disclosure Narratives
Disclosed experiences included: conflicts with friend(s) (betrayal, falling out; 42.3% [Korea: 29.1%], problems with family members (parents, siblings, spouses, and relatives; 16.5% [Korea: 19.7%], romantic conflict (break-up, infidelity, and argument; 8.2% [Korea: 12.0%], conflict with people at work (boss, colleagues; 12.4% [Korea: 21.4%], conflict with strangers (e.g., customers, shop owners, taxi drivers; 10.3% [Korea: 7.7%], and other (stress from low income, searching for jobs, etc.; 10.3% [Korea: 10.3%].

Two additional categories that emerged only from the narratives created by Korean participants but not American participants were conflict with seniors (school seniors, 0.09%) and self-blame (blaming oneself in the situation, 0.05%).

Initial Mood
There was a significant cultural difference in the baseline mood. Koreans were lower in positive affect (\( M_{\text{Korea}} = 3.67, SD_{\text{Korea}} = 0.90 \); \( M_{\text{US}} = 4.37, SD_{\text{US}} = 1.26 \), \( t(213.21) = 4.89 \) and higher in negative affect, \( p < 0.001 \) (\( M_{\text{Korea}} = 2.34, SD_{\text{Korea}} = 1.08 \); \( M_{\text{US}} = 1.69, SD_{\text{US}} = 0.95 \), \( t(225) = -4.84, p < 0.001 \). The initial levels of positive affect and negative affect were controlled for in the analyses examining participants’ perceived disclosure quality.

Negative Impact of the Experiences
There was a cultural difference in the levels of negative impact of the experiences disclosed by the participants. Americans reported greater negative impact of their experience than did Koreans \( (M_{\text{Korea}} = 2.63, SD_{\text{Korea}} = 0.76; M_{\text{US}} = 3.03, SD_{\text{US}} = 0.71), F(3,228) = 19.51, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.08 \). In addition, there was an effect of interaction partner condition. The negative impact of the experience was greater for participants in the therapist condition \( (M = 2.96, SD = 0.75) \) compared to those in the friend condition \( (M = 2.70, SD = 0.76), F(3,228) = 9.25, p = 0.003, \eta^2_p = 0.040 \). There was no culture by interaction partner condition interaction, \( F(3,228) = 0.23, p = 0.634, \eta^2_p = 0.001 \). Since the negative impact of emotional experience has been associated with greater needs to share with others in previous studies (Rimé et al., 1998), the level of negative impact of the experience was controlled for in the subsequent analyses along with the initial levels of positive affect and negative affect.

Relational Concerns in Help-Seeking
There was no significant difference in levels of relational concerns between Korean and US participants \( (M_{\text{Korea}} = 2.70, SD_{\text{Korea}} = 0.71; M_{\text{US}} = 2.87, SD_{\text{US}} = 0.91, F(1,222) = 2.74, p = 0.10, \eta^2_p = 0.012 \). There was also no effect of the interaction partner condition \( (M_{\text{friend}} = 2.74, SD_{\text{friend}} = 0.75; M_{\text{therapist}} = 2.83, SD_{\text{therapist}} = 0.88, F(1,222) = 0.91, p = 0.342, \eta^2_p = 0.004 \), nor the culture by interaction partner condition interaction, \( F(1,222) = 0.03, p = 0.857, \eta^2_p < 0.001 \).
Somatic and Negative Affect Word Categories

In order to ensure that LIWC and KLIWC operate relatively equivalently, the structure of LIWC and KLIWC variables were examined by looking at the correlations between overarching categories (i.e., negative affect words and somatic words) and subcategories (i.e., negative emotion, anger, body, and eat) of interest. As is shown in the correlation tables, the relationship among the negative affect/somatic words subcategories between LIWC and KLIWC are highly similar (Table 1).

Somatic Words

A series of 2 (culture: Korea, US) × 2 (interaction partner condition: therapist vs. friend) ANOVAs were conducted on the somatic word categories (physical state, body state, eating, and sleeping words). The main effects of interaction partner condition were not significant for any of the somatic words categories (all Fs < 2.23). However, there was a significant main effect of cultural group for all somatic word categories. Consistent with the prediction, Korean participants were more likely than US participants to use physical state words, \( F(1,1228) = 9.24, p = 0.003, \eta_p^2 = 0.039 \), body state words, \( F(1,1228) = 22.30, p < 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.089 \), eating words, \( F(1,1228) = 19.604, p = 0.000, \eta_p^2 = 0.079 \), and sleeping words, \( F(1,1228) = 15.43, p < 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.063 \). There was no culture by partner condition interaction on any of the somatic word categories, (all Fs < 0.64).

Negative Affect Words

A series of 2 (culture: Korea, US) × 2 (interaction partner condition: therapist vs. friend) ANOVAs were conducted on negative affect word categories (negative emotion, anxiety, anger, and sadness). The main effect of interaction partner condition was not significant (all Fs < 1.26). There was a main effect of culture for negative emotion words, \( F(1,1228) = 10.49, p = 0.001, \eta_p^2 = 0.044 \). Korean participants used greater negative emotion words than US participants did, \( F(1,1228) = 10.49, p < 0.01 \). However, there was no cultural group difference in anxiety \( [F(1,1228) = 0.02, ns] \), anger \( [F(1,1228) = 0.20, ns] \), and sadness words \( [F(1,1228) = 0.05, ns] \). There was no culture by interaction partner condition effect for any of the negative emotion word categories (all Fs < 1.18; Table 2).

Perceived Disclosure Quality

We conducted a hierarchical multiple regression to examine the role of interaction partner, somatic words, negative affect words, and relational concerns for disclosure quality for Korean and US participants. In doing so, we controlled for the initial mood and the impact of the experience. The scores of the initial mood, the

Table 2 presents the mean rates and standard deviations for each word category across the two cultural groups. Two interaction partner conditions were collapsed since there was no main effect or the interaction effect between interaction partner condition and culture for any of the word categories.

**Table 1** | Intercorrelations among the negative affect words and somatic words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>0.55***</td>
<td>0.29**</td>
<td>0.16†</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.54***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.67***</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.19*</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28**</td>
<td>0.21†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.31**</td>
<td>0.20*</td>
<td>−0.18*</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.18*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.78***</td>
<td>0.40***</td>
<td>0.51***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.73***</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.23†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.69***</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.24*</td>
<td>0.35***</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.27**</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intercorrelations for Korean participants are presented above the diagonal, and intercorrelations for US participants are presented below the diagonal. ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, †p < 0.10.

**Table 2** | Means and standard deviations of the percentage of the number of somatic and emotion words according to LIWC 2001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Korea (N = 113)</th>
<th>US (N = 119)</th>
<th>F(3,228)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical state</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body state</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative emotion</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01.
impact of the experience, and relational concerns were used for these variables. Somatic words and negative affect words variables represent the percentage of the number of words that belong to the respective categories in a given text. Following Aiken and West (1991), all continuous variables were centered to reduce multicollinearity and interaction terms were calculated with these mean-centered variables. The variables that are included in the model are graphically presented in Figure 1.

We predicted a significant interaction between culture and other predictors on perceived disclosure quality. Specifically, Korean participants’ perceived disclosure quality was expected to vary depending on the interaction partner, somatic words, and relational concerns, whereas it was predicted that US participants would only be affected by negative affect words used in the disclosure. In Step 1, the baseline levels of positive and negative affect and the negative impact of the experiences were entered to control for these factors. In Step 2, dummy-coded interaction partner (therapist = 0; friend = 1), dummy-coded cultural group (US = 0; Korea = 1), somatic word use, negative affect word use, and relational concerns were entered. In Step 3, the interaction between the two dichotomous variables culture and interaction partner, and the interaction between these two dichotomous variables and all of the continuous variables, including somatic words, negative affect words, and relational concerns were entered. Higher interaction terms were not included in the model, since preliminary regression models have shown that they did not contribute to additional explained variance (ΔR² = 0.004, ΔF = 0.673). Preliminary analyses showed no significant effects of gender or age, so these variables were dropped from the model.

The results from the hierarchical multiple regression analysis are summarized in Table 3. First of all, among the control variables, only baseline positive affect, B = 0.14, β = 0.21, SE = 0.04, t = 3.69, p < 0.001, but not the initial negative affect and the negative impact of the experience predicted perceived disclosure quality (Step 2). The main effect of culture was significant, indicating that US participants reported higher perceived disclosure quality than Koreans, B = −0.51, β = −0.35, SE = 0.10, t = −5.41, p < 0.001. In addition, interaction partner predicted perceived disclosure quality. Specifically, participants in friend condition reported higher perceived disclosure quality than those in therapist condition, B = 0.42, β = 0.28, SE = 0.08, t = 5.09, p < 0.001.

More importantly, the results from Step 3 revealed that the effects of interaction partner condition, relational concerns, and somatic words on perceived disclosure quality were moderated by culture. There was a significant interaction between culture and interaction partner, B = 0.67, β = 0.36, SE = 0.16, t = 4.21, p < 0.001. There was a significant interaction between culture and somatic words, B = 0.21, β = 0.20, SE = 0.07, t = 2.80, p = 0.006. Finally, there was a significant interaction between culture and relational concerns, B = −0.34, β = −0.22, SE = 0.10, t = −3.44, p = 0.001. No other interaction terms were significant predictors for perceived disclosure quality. The effects of somatic words, negative affect words, and relational concerns were not moderated by interaction partner, Bs < 0.13, ts < 1.80. In addition, there was no interaction between negative affect words and culture, B = 0.01, β = 0.01, SE = 0.05, t = 0.14, p = 0.889.

To probe the significant interaction effects, we used Hayes and Matthes’s (2009) MODPROBE SPSS macro and examined the effects of the predictors, interaction partner, somatic word use, and relational concerns on perceived disclosure quality depending on the moderator (culture). The analyses showed that the effect of interaction partner was significant for Korean participants, B = 0.79, SE = 0.11, t = 6.93, p < 0.001, but not for US participants, B = 0.12, SE = 0.11, t = 1.10, p = 0.272 (Figure 2A). Likewise, the effect of somatic words was only significant for Korean participants, B = 0.19, SE = 0.06, t = 3.04, p = 0.003, but not for US participants, B = −0.01, SE = 0.06,

**FIGURE 1** | The summary of the variables included in the hierarchical multiple regression model in Study 1.
significant culture by relational concerns interaction, $B = -0.32$, $SE = 0.09$, $t = -3.59$, $p < 0.001$, but not for US participants, $B = 0.02$, $SE = 0.07$, $t = 0.26$, $p = 0.791$ (Figure 2B).

Additionally, in order to examine whether student and non-student groups in US sample are comparable, the main analyses for both groups were run separately. Including only the student group of US sample resulted in the same pattern of results found for the sample as a whole. There was a significant effect of culture on perceived disclosure quality, with US participants reporting higher perceived disclosure quality than Korean participants, $B = -0.87$, $\beta = -0.56$, $SE = 0.16$, $t = -5.70$, $p < 0.001$. There was a significant culture by somatic words interaction, $B = 0.24$, $\beta = 0.27$, $SE = 0.09$, $t = 2.55$, $p = 0.012$, a significant culture by relational concerns interaction, $B = -0.33$, $\beta = -0.22$, $SE = 0.14$, $t = -2.45$, $p = 0.015$, and a significant culture by partner interaction, $B = 0.63$, $\beta = 0.37$, $SE = 0.21$, $t = 2.99$, $p = 0.003$. Likewise, including only the non-student group of US sample resulted in the same pattern. There was a significant effect of culture on perceived disclosure quality, with US participants reporting higher perceived disclosure quality than Korean participants, $B = -0.78$, $\beta = -0.49$, $SE = 0.16$, $t = -4.79$, $p < 0.001$. There was a marginally significant culture by somatic words interaction, $B = 0.17$, $\beta = 0.19$, $SE = 0.10$, $t = 1.77$, $p = 0.079$, a significant culture by relational concerns interaction, $B = -0.31$, $\beta = -0.20$, $SE = 0.14$, $t = -2.22$, $p = 0.028$, and a significant culture by interaction partner interaction, $B = 0.65$, $\beta = 0.38$, $SE = 0.20$, $t = 3.22$, $p = 0.002$.

**Discussion – Study 1**

In Study 1, disclosure narratives of Korean and US participants were examined. Several findings are worthy of attention. First of all, the present study provided the first empirical evidence that Korean participants relied more on somatic expressions than did US participants when they were disclosing distressing experiences to friends and therapists. This adds to the previous empirical findings that documented a preponderance of somatic references in the communication of negative emotions in non-Western cultural contexts (e.g., Chinese, Ghanaian; Tsai et al., 2004; Dzokoto et al., 2013). Moreover, Koreans’ use of somatic words did not depend on the interaction partner, suggesting that the cultural script of somatization may not be limited to clinical settings, which were the focus of most prior studies. This is consistent with the recent findings suggesting that the cultural scripts of affective communication are characteristic of population as a whole and that clinical settings are only a part of a larger cultural context (Dzokoto et al., 2013).

Interestingly, Koreans used more negative emotion words in their disclosures than their US counterparts. As suggested by a recent review, somatization may not be so much a denial of emotional experience as emphasizing symptoms that are culturally salient and attention-worthy (Ryder et al., 2012). The findings from Study 1 support this view. It seems that the cultural differences in the communication strategy in distress disclosures did not lie in the emotional expressions but rather in the somatic expressions. Moreover, it may be worth noting that for Koreans somatic expressions may be working in concert with emotional expressions, given the co-occurrence of anger words, the most critical subcategory of negative affect words in this study, with physical state words ($r = 0.19$, $p < 0.05$), eating words ($r = 0.28$, $p < 0.01$), and sleeping words ($r = 0.21$, $p < 0.05$). In contrast, the anger words did not correlate with any of the somatic word categories for US participants ($rs < 0.07$).

Not only did Korean participants use more somatic words compared to US participants, these words predicted higher perceived disclosure quality for Korean participants. This result suggests that expressing negative emotions in a culturally endorsed way may have a “value from fit” (Higgins, 2000). Value from fit occurs when individuals pursue a goal activity with the means that match their habitual approach to goal pursuit. In the context of the present study, Koreans who communicated distress in a culturally shared way, by using somatic expressions, were also likely to perceive greater value of their communications. Whether or not Koreans employed physical terms in their communication with the intention of drawing empathy from others is difficult to know from this study. As for the negative affect words in the narratives, they had no significant contribution for

**TABLE 3 | Unstandardized regression coefficients predicting perceived disclosure quality.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>0.19 (0.04)***</td>
<td>0.14 (0.04)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect</td>
<td>-0.14 (0.04)**</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact of the experience</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction partner</td>
<td>0.42 (0.08)***</td>
<td>0.12 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>-0.51 (0.10)***</td>
<td>-0.85 (0.12)***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatic word</td>
<td>0.03 (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect word</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational concerns</td>
<td>-0.11 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction partner × Somatic word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction partner × Negative affect word</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction partner × Relational concerns</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture × Somatic word</td>
<td>0.21 (0.07)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture × Negative affect word</td>
<td>0.01 (0.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture × Relational concerns</td>
<td>-0.34 (0.10)**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture × Interaction partner</td>
<td>0.67 (0.16)***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Delta R^2$</th>
<th>0.21***</th>
<th>0.11***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total $R^2$</td>
<td>0.14***</td>
<td>0.34***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** $p < 0.001$, ** $p < 0.01$. 

disclosure quality in either cultural context. This is not surprising, considering prior findings that the use of negative emotion words did not have a simple linear relationship with psychological and health outcomes (Pennebaker et al., 1997; Pennebaker and Graybeal, 2001).

Moreover, perceived quality of disclosure depended on the interaction partner for Korean participants but not for US participants. As expected, Korean participants perceived their disclosure to be more effective, satisfying, and more empathy-worthy in their hypothetical communication with a friend compared to the one with a therapist. This result was consistent with previous research that has repeatedly found that Asians, compared to their US counterparts, are more reluctant to seek professional psychological help, underutilize formal mental health services, and end the treatment prematurely (Snowden and Cheung, 1990). This can also be explained by Asian cultural values emphasizing avoidance of shame and saving “face,” especially in interaction with people outside a close familial relationship (Zane and Yeh, 2002). Alternatively, it may be that Korean participants in the current study had limited previous experience with professional therapists, making it difficult for them to relive their moments of distress disclosure in such a context. On the contrary, US participants did not differ in perceived disclosure quality according to the interaction partner. This may be related to the Western cultural norms that encourage open emotional expression (Lutz, 1989) across different interpersonal contexts such as in public and in conversation with casual acquaintances (Matsumoto, 1993).

Finally, perceived disclosure quality was differentially influenced by relational concerns about help-seeking for Korean participants and for US participants. Although Korean and US participants were not different in their reports of the extent of their relational concerns about seeking help, Korean participants, but not for US participants, perceived their disclosure to be less effective and satisfying when they were concerned about the potentially negative consequences for the relationship in the process of seeking help. This adds to the previous research highlighting the role of relational concerns in explaining cultural difference in perceived benefits of social support (Taylor et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2008). Moreover, US participants’ positive evaluation of their own hypothetical disclosure irrespective of the interaction partner and relational concerns may reflect their cultural tendency for positive self-regard (Heine et al., 1999; Mezulis et al., 2004).

STUDY 2

The results of Study 1 show that Korean and US participants disclose distress in different ways and believe that different factors make their communications more effective. But are they correct? Are each culture’s communication scripts more effective in producing desirable responses from listeners in the same culture? Answering these questions was the goal of Study 2.

When sharing negative emotions with others, people hold the expectation that others will react with support, thus promoting intimacy (Rimé, 2009). Indeed, emotional sharing brings about expected interpersonal consequences; individuals who detect signals of pain from others are motivated to engage in prosocial behaviors and feel compassionate for people in distress (see Batson et al., 2009, for a review). If somatization does serve as a functional script in a Korean cultural context,
one may expect that somatic descriptions of experience would meet the communication goal, such as getting sympathy or help from others. Study 2 investigated whether Korean participants’ perceptions of positive interpersonal consequences of somatic narratives, based on Study 1’s observations, would correspond to actual positive reactions from potential interaction partners. Likewise, Study 2 examined whether the absence of positive relationship between somatic words and perceived disclosure quality for US participants found in Study 1 would correspond to the absence of positive reactions to somatic narratives from potential interaction partners. In sum, Study 2 examined the effects of different types of distress narratives for empathic responses of Korean and US participants. Specifically, participants in Study 2 were provided with distress narratives that included either emotional descriptions only or emotional descriptions with additional somatic descriptions signaling distress. Considering that, in Study 1, both Korean and US participants used negative affect words, we believe that including both emotional words and somatic words in the narrative would be more natural than providing purely somatic descriptions. We examined what empathic responses would be elicited by these types of narratives. We refer to these two conditions as affective and somato-affective conditions.

The present study focused on two distinct aspects of empathy-related responses, perspective taking and sympathy, as many researchers have identified these as the key aspects of empathic responses (Eisenberg, 1986, 2007). Perspective taking is defined as a cognitive ability to understand others’ mental state, including intentions, desires, and beliefs (Davis, 1983; Eisenberg et al., 1991), whereas sympathy, often used interchangeably with empathic concern, is considered to be an emotional response that involves feelings of sadness, concern for others, and compassion (Eisenberg, 2007). Although previous literature suggests that perspective taking is undoubtedly involved in the generation of altruistic behaviors such as sympathizing and helping (Eisenberg et al., 1994; Batson et al., 1997), it can have the opposite effect on empathy (Eisenberg, 2007). For example, taking the perspective of others may increase personal distress, which is a self-focused and aversive affective reaction, and thereby motivate a person to reduce one’s own distress by avoiding contact with the suffering others (Batson et al., 1991). Sympathy or empathic concerns, on the other hand, are closely linked to the action tendency to reduce the pain of others.

The narratives used in Study 2 described highly stressful experiences, such as difficulty with getting a job or conflicts with colleagues. Assuming that the results from Study 1 are grounded in social reality, it was expected that Korean participants would respond with more other-oriented empathic responses, especially sympathy, in response to the narratives with additional somatic descriptions compared to those with only emotional descriptions. As for US participants, since there was no expectation of positive relationship between somatic words and disclosure satisfaction based on Study 1, it was expected that there would be no difference in empathic responses between the two narrative conditions.

**Method**

**Participants**

Eighty-four Korean participants (40 females, $M_{age} = 22.49, SD_{age} = 2.45$) were recruited from Korea University located in Seoul, Korea. Korean participants participated in groups of 10–30 in a big classroom and completed paper-and-pencil questionnaire. Seventy-nine European American (40 females, $M_{age} = 23.35, SD_{age} = 2.45$) participants were recruited in the S using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system and completed an online survey. Korean participants were all born and raised in Korea. US participants were all born in the US and identified themselves as White Caucasian. There was a significant age difference between these two groups, $t(160) = 2.42, p = 0.017$. The US participants were older than Korean participants. However, we report the results of the present study without controlling for age, since our preliminary analyses showed that the statistical control of age did not alter our conclusions.

**Materials and Procedure**

Participants were asked to read the narratives that described distressing experiences of anonymous writers. They then filled out a questionnaire asking about their responses to the narratives.

**Narrative Stimuli**

Participants were presented with two narratives that were created based on the typical descriptions provided in Study 1. The narratives were written in first-person, describing highly stressful recent experiences of a narrator. On narrative described looking for a job and the other described a conflict with a colleague. Each participant was randomized into either the affective narrative condition or the somato-affective narrative condition and was presented with two narratives of the same kind, with the narrative about searching for a job always presented first. All materials were written in English first and translated into Korean. The Korean version was back translated into English by a person who is fluent in English and Korean.

In the affective narrative condition, the experiences were described using only and affective words (e.g., “depressed,” “sad,” and “down”). In the somato-affective condition, physical terms were also used to describe the distressing experiences (e.g., “headache,” “dizziness,” and “stomachache”). Except for the last two sentences describing the narrators’ emotional and somatic states, the rest of the contents of the stories were identical. Below is an example of the narrative:

“When I was job searching, I felt I was doing all I could to find a job. I had a great resume, I thought I was interviewing well, and yet I still could not find a job for 8 months. In one particular interview, the interviewer was not only rude and condescending, and he also put me down about my education and experience. All I did was put my best foot forward, and I was treated very poorly. After this whole experience I felt very down and bad about myself. It was hard for me to go on my next interview. However, I did go on another interview but despite the fact that I fared much better, I was still very insecure about myself and my achievements. It was very hard to shake the feeling of insecurity and not feeling good enough. For months, I have been feeling very depressed and down almost all the time. I have been feeling really sad and...
depressed (affective narrative). For months, I have had constant acute headaches and dizziness. I haven’t been digesting food well so I lost a lot of weight (somato-affective narrative).

Manipulation Check
After reading the narratives, participants responded to a single item asking about how much physical distress they thought the writer went through. This measure was used as a manipulation check, on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 6 (extremely).

Negative Impact of the Experience
Participants were asked to indicate to what extent they thought the experiences in the narratives were serious and caused distress to the writers of each narrative on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 6 (extremely). Variable assessing the overall negative impact of the experience was created by averaging the responses of these items.

Sympathy
Participants responded to three items asking to indicate the extent to which they felt sorry for the writer, the extent to which they wanted to help the writer on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 6 (extremely). The three items were averaged to create a composite score of perspective taking ($\alpha_{\text{Korea}} = 0.84$, $\alpha_{\text{US}} = 0.77$).

Results and Discussion

Manipulation Check
A 2 (cultural group: Korea, US) × 2 (narrative type: affective, somato-affective) ANOVA was conducted on the item asking participants to indicate the perceived degree of the writer’s physical distress. There was a significant difference between the affective narrative ($M = 4.52, SD = 1.00$), and the somato-affective narrative ($M = 2.66, SD = 1.33$), $F(3,159) = 114.83, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.419$. There was also a main effect of culture, $F(3,159) = 12.47, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.073$. US participants ($M = 3.91, SD = 1.36$) perceived the writers to experience higher physical distress than Korean participants ($M = 3.39, SD = 1.57$). Finally, there was a significant interaction between narrative type and culture, $F(1,159) = 5.68, p = 0.018, \eta^2_p = 0.034$, indicating that the difference in physical distress between affective and somato-affective narratives was more pronounced for Korean participants than for US participants. An examination of the effect of narrative type on this item for Korean and US participants separately revealed that across cultural groups participants perceived higher physical distress for somato-affective narratives, US participants, $t(66.95) = 5.58, p < 0.001$; Koreans, $t(82) = 9.75, p < 0.001$. Hence, our manipulation check indicated that the different usage of words successfully manipulated the writer’s physical distress perceived by the participants who read the affective narratives and those who read the somato-affective narrative.

Negative Impact of the Experience
A 2 (cultural group: Korea, US) × 2 (narrative type: affective, somato-affective) ANOVA was conducted to examine whether there was a cultural difference in the perceived negative impact of the experiences depending on the narrative type. The result of this ANOVA revealed a main effect of culture and a main effect of the narrative type, $F(1,159) = 3.94, p = 0.049, \eta^2_p = 0.024$ and $F(1,159) = 4.45, p = 0.037, \eta^2_p = 0.027$, respectively. US participants ($M = 4.66, SD = 0.71$) perceived the experiences described in the narratives to have greater negative impact on the writers than did Korean participants ($M = 4.43, SD = 0.79$) and participants who read somato-affective narratives ($M = 4.65, SD = 0.76$) perceived greater negative impact than those who read the affective narratives ($M = 4.42, SD = 0.74$). There was no culture by narrative type interaction effect, $F(1,159) = 0.13$, ns. Since reactions to emotional content are influenced by the intensity of emotions (Rimé, 2009), the subsequent analyses controlled for the perceived negative impact of the experience.

Sympathy
To test whether there was a significant interaction between culture and narrative type on sympathy, we conducted a 2 (cultural group: Korea, US) × 2 (narrative type: affective, somato-affective) ANCOVA for experienced sympathy for the writers, controlling for the narrators’ negative impact of the experience. Overall, there was a significant effect of the covariate, negative impact of the experience of the narrative, on sympathy, $F(1,159) = 49.37, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.231$. There was also a main effect of culture, $F(1,158) = 4.43, p = 0.037, \eta^2_p = 0.035$ (see Figure 3A). As expected, follow-up comparisons revealed that Koreans responded with more sympathy for the somato-affective narratives ($M_{\text{somato-affective}} = 3.56$) compared to the emotional narratives ($M_{\text{affective}} = 3.09$), $F(1,81) = 6.08, p = 0.016, \eta^2_p = 0.070$. On the other hand, US participants showed no difference in sympathy for the narrators in these two types of narratives ($M_{\text{somato}} = 4.33, M_{\text{affective}} = 4.47$).

Additionally, in order to examine whether student and non-student groups in US sample are comparable, the main analyses for both groups were run separately. Including only the US student group sample resulted in the same pattern of results found for the sample as a whole. Although the interaction between culture and narrative condition did not reach statistical significance due to the reduced sample size ($F = 3.20, p = 0.076$), the same pattern of findings was observed. Similarly, the same pattern was observed for the analysis limited to the non-student group ($F = 3.47, p = 0.065$) although this pattern did not reach statistical significance due to the small sample size of non-student US participants.
Perspective Taking

The same 2 (cultural group: Korea, US) × 2 (narrative type: affective, somato-affective) ANCOVA was conducted for perspective taking, controlling for the negative impact of the experiences. Once again, there was a significant effect of the covariate, the negative impact of the experience, on perspective taking, $F(1,158) = 39.61, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.200$. There also was a significant main effect of culture on perspective taking, $F(1,158) = 28.97, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.155$, which was consistent with the prediction that East Asians were better at taking the perspective of others compared to US participants. There was a significant main effect of narrative condition on perspective taking, $F(1,158) = 6.08, p = 0.015, \eta^2_p = 0.037$, with higher perspective taking for affective narratives than for the somato-affective narratives. There was a marginally significant interaction between culture and narrative condition, $F(1,158) = 3.66, p = 0.058, \eta^2_p = 0.023$. Further analysis revealed that US participants reported greater perspective taking in response to affective narratives than to somato-affective narratives, $F(1,76) = 7.90, p = 0.006, \eta^2_p = 0.094$, whereas there was no difference in perspective taking between the two narrative conditions for Korean participants, $F(1,81) = 0.25, p = 0.618, \eta^2_p = 0.003$ (Figure 3B).

Discussion – Study 2

Findings from Study 2 provided the first empirical evidence of cultural differences in the levels of pro-social emotions in response to distress narratives depending on the presence of somatic words in these narratives. The present findings partially supported the prediction that Koreans would respond to the somato-affective narratives with more other-oriented tendencies compared to the purely affective narratives. Koreans felt more sympathy in response to the distress narratives that included physical symptoms compared to the ones that focused exclusively on the explicit emotional terms. However, US participants felt similar levels of sympathy for these different styles of narratives. The belief in the effectiveness of somatic expressions as a communication strategy among Koreans (Study 1) appears to be grounded in the actual effectiveness of somatic expressions in inducing sympathetic reactions from others (Study 2).

One unexpected finding from Study 2 was the overall higher level of sympathy reported by US participants compared to Koreans. One possible explanation could be related to the differential sensitivity to others depending on the relationships one has with them in Korean culture. In a collectivistic cultural context, one’s prosocial emotional responses (e.g., sympathy) may be attenuated when one does not share any meaningful ingroup relationship with the target in distress (Kitayama and Markus, 2000). In contrast, the differences between ingroup and outgroup members are known to be attenuated in individualistic cultural contexts like the US. In this study, participants responded to the narratives of strangers, which may explain the lower levels of sympathy of Koreans relative to US participants. If the narratives were identified as coming from close others, the cultural difference in sympathy observed in the current study might have been reduced, if not reversed.

Interestingly, the patterns of cultural differences observed for perspective taking were different from those observed for sympathy—Koreans were higher in perspective taking compared to US participants. Moreover, the pattern for the effects of narrative condition on perspective taking was different from that of sympathy. Whereas Koreans showed uniformly high degrees of perspective taking across the two narrative conditions, US participants reported higher perspective taking in response to the affective narratives than to the somato-affective narratives. Koreans may be more attuned to the perspectives of others due to their cultural imperative to situate oneself in relation to others and focus attention on others’ actions and knowledge (Cohen et al., 2007; Wu and Keysar, 2007). However, for US participants, communications about feelings seem to be more effective for helping people relate to others’ difficult situations than communicating about feelings and the body.
GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present study extends prior literature by examining Korea, a context that shares cultural values with other East Asian cultures but is understudied on the topic of somatization. Korean hwabyung provides a rich resource for future researchers interested in the cultural shaping of distress experience and expressions. At the outset of the present study, the act of sharing emotional experiences with others was hypothesized to be a communication strategy that may serve an adaptive function in a given culture. The findings of the present study suggest that the specific communicative strategies that are considered adaptive and are employed depend on cultural context. Like their Chinese or Chinese Canadians counterparts who showed a higher tendency to rely on somatic descriptions in communicating distress compared to North Americans (Kirmayer, 1989; Ryder et al., 2002; Ryder et al., 2012), Koreans relied on somatic descriptions to a greater degree than US participants in the present study.

Evidence for the communicative value of somatization in Korean culture comes from the positive association between the somatic words used in the narratives and perceived disclosure quality in Study 1; Koreans who used more somatic words in communicating distress expected that others would react more positively to their stories. The accuracy of this expectation was confirmed by Korean observers’ greater levels of sympathy experiences in response to somato-affective descriptions in Study 2. In contrast, there was neither a positive association between somatic words and perceived disclosure quality nor greater sympathy in response to somato-affective rather than affective descriptions among US participants.

Unexpectedly, however, Koreans also used more negative affective words than US participants, which was inconsistent with the argument that Westerners are more likely than non-Westerners to have a “psychologization bias” (Parker et al., 2001). This pattern may be due to the fact that the Korean language is known to be rich in emotional words relative to other East Asian languages (Ahn et al., 1993). In addition, in a recent linguistic analysis of emotional metaphors in Korean and in English, Türker (2013) argued that the Korean metaphorical expressions of anger display features that are not observed in English. The present results suggest that Koreans may use as many emotional expressions as Americans when they are communicating anger-associated distress. Additionally, as mentioned briefly, somatization does not seem to preclude emotional expressions, but is rather characterized as the emphasis on the somatic symptoms (Ryder et al., 2012; Dere et al., 2013). In particular, in Korea, somatic expressions may be used in addition to emotional expressions to amplify to maximize the effects of disclosure.

Limitations and Future Direction

Several shortcomings of the present work should be noted. First, in Study 1 participants’ verbal behaviors were studied using a hypothetical scenario and relying on written narratives rather than during the real-time interaction with real partners. The methodology of Study 1 undermines the generalizability of the present findings to actual emotional communication with others that may involve non-verbal behaviors such as facial expressions (Ekman and Rosenberg, 2005), body posture and movement (Keltner, 1995; Atkinson et al., 2004), and vocal tones (Banse and Scherer, 1996). A second limitation pertains to the inherent problem of the text analysis approach. The analysis of word use in written language relies on word counts and is a probabilistic system (Pennebaker and Graybeal, 2001). Thus, like any other text analysis program, LIWC analysis that was used in Study 1 does not account for the context, irony, sarcasm, or multiple meanings of the homonyms. Third, participants in Study 2 were given written narratives of unknown individuals describing their negative experiences. People’s empathic responses to strangers may be different from responses toward close others. It would be important to examine potential cultural differences in the relationship between communication strategy and empathy-related responses while taking relational closeness into consideration.

Another noteworthy issue that arises when researchers compare responses in different languages pertains to the inherent difficulty of determining whether we are examining language, culture, or both. While one prior study suggests that somatization may be primarily due to culture (Tsai et al., 2004), other studies indicate that language can shape somatic expressions used in emotional discussions (Dzokoto and Okazaki, 2006; Dzokoto et al., 2013). Language and culture are often considered so intricately interwoven that they may not be meaningfully separated from one another. Further research examining bilinguals in different cultural contexts (e.g., Anglophones in the US versus West Africa, India or Hong Kong), would provide additional information as to the relative impact of language and culture on distress communication.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

These limitations notwithstanding, the current work examined the long-standing puzzle of cross-cultural differences in somatization. Although previous researchers have posited that somatization may be strategic in nature (Kleinman, 1982, 1986; Kirmayer and Young, 1998), no empirical research has been conducted to examine the adaptive functions of somatic communications in different cultural contexts. The present study contributes to the existing literature on the cultural differences in emotional expressing, with a particular focus on the communicative functions of somatic expressions of distress in interpersonal relationships. Somatization has long been considered to be dysfunctional in Western cultural contexts, with their emphasis on the direct expressions of feelings (Keyes and Ryff, 2003). Findings from the present work suggest that, depending on the culturally shared beliefs and social reality formed through these beliefs, somatization may actually be beneficial in interpersonal interactions. The results of the present work unearth differences in emotional communication in Korean and American cultural contexts. It would be important for future researchers to consider that emotional expression and its relational consequences are moderated by cultural context.
In addition to aiding scientific understanding, these findings have the potential to be useful in clinical or consulting settings, particularly those that involve cross-cultural interactions. In these settings, the dominant mode of distress communication is characterized by Western psychologization. While Western-trained clinicians may readily identify mood symptoms in patients' reports and provide appropriate diagnoses based on these symptoms, they may fail to notice that other symptoms, such as somatic ones, require attention. Moreover, during psychotherapy, clinicians trained in Western cultural context are likely to reinforce the tendency of their clients to report symptoms that fit well with their diagnostic system, which emphasizes emotional and psychological symptoms rather than somatic ones. Indeed, verbal operant conditioning is known to operate during psychotherapeutic interviews (Beach, 1989). The therapeutic approach of reinforcing discussion of psychological processes may work well for individuals who are familiar with this mode of discourse, fostering rapport between a therapist and a client and contributing to positive treatment outcomes. However, the same approach may not be effective for individuals from different cultural backgrounds in which discussions of emotions are not considered particularly useful or appropriate. Indeed, it is not uncommon for Koreans to consider talk therapy as not only foreign but pointless, and to prefer medications; only highly educated Koreans who are familiar with Western psychological concepts feel comfortable with psychological forms of therapy (McDonald, 2011).

Previous work suggests that emotional experiences and expressions are shaped by cultural contexts (Fehr and Russell, 1991; Kitayama et al., 2000; Mesquita and Karasawa, 2002). Through fostering countless repeated transactions between their members (Kim and Markus, 1999), cultural contexts shape individuals' beliefs of how others might respond and the specific communicative strategies that are adaptive in a particular cultural environment. These cyclic processes linking social reality, cultural beliefs, and behavioral strategies constitute and sustain the cultural scripts of communicating negative emotional experiences. The utility that somatic expressions have for communicating distress in interpersonal contexts may be one of the factors that sustain cultural script like hwa-byung in Korea. The present study provides a possible mechanism underlying cultural shaping of distress communications.
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